Time of day variation in rates of obstetric intervention to assist in vaginal delivery
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The frequency of use of commonly performed obstetric procedures to assist in vaginal delivery has been shown to vary according to characteristics of both the patient and provider, independently of clinical indications for intervention.1-10 This variation in procedure use according to “non-medical” factors is worthy of attention, as it raises the spectre of unnecessary intervention that increases the cost of maternity care, and possibly the risks of adverse maternal or neonatal outcomes as well. Mounting evidence of the additional maternal and neonatal morbidity associated with frequent episiotomy use11 and operative vaginal delivery,12 in particular, underscores the need to examine the extent, causes and consequences of the unnecessary use of these and other obstetrical interventions to assist in vaginal delivery.

Obstetrical procedures may be overused or misused, at least in part, for the purposes of convenience—that is, as a way for doctors and hospitals to control patient flow or manage time more efficiently.10,11 While there is some empirical evidence for this “convenience” hypothesis with regard to caesarean section practices,10,11 there is little such evidence where obstetric procedures to assist in vaginal delivery are concerned. We explored the extent to which “convenience” factors may be influencing the use of obstetric procedures other than caesarean section, for a geographically defined study population of women at relatively low risk for obstetric intervention. Specifically, the objective of the study was to document any time of day variation associated with labour augmentation, episiotomy, or instrumental delivery—variation that may indicate more willingness to perform these procedures during times when providers may be under additional pressures to influence (that is, speed up) the labour and delivery process. As episiotomy and instrumental delivery have been repeatedly associated in the research literature with increased risks for severe perineal lacerations, we also assessed the relation between any temporal patterns of procedure use and incidence of 3rd or 4th degree vaginal tears.

STUDY SAMPLE
The source of data for the study was the Philadelphia Perinatal Database. As described elsewhere,11 the database consists of computer merged data elements extracted from both electronic birth and hospital discharge summary records for about 87.3% of all Philadelphia resident deliveries occurring between 1 April 1994 and 12 March 1997. This study included only singleton deliveries involving women who were admitted in active labour (that is, labour was not induced). In addition to excluding deliveries with induced labour, we also excluded from the analyses any delivery that involved infants weighing less than 2500 or more than 4000 grams, fetal distress, prolonged, obstructed, abnormal or dysfunctional labour, as indicated on the birth certificate or hospital discharge record. The resulting study sample consisted of 37 332 vaginal live birth deliveries occurring in more than 25 Philadelphia metropolitan area hospitals, representing about 60% of the 61 187 singleton, vaginal, live birth deliveries occurring to city residents during the four year period. A total of 3770 of the 37 732 deliveries in the study sample involved the use of vacuum (n=2557) or forceps (n=1045) or both (n=168). Of the spontaneous vaginal deliveries in the study sample, 9065 (27%) involved episiotomies, and 10 411 (31%) involved augmented labour. Almost 70% of the deliveries in the study sample involved women from minority groups (black, Asian, or Hispanic); more than 40% of the women were publicly insured; and more than 20% were teenagers (≤19 years) at the time of delivery.

RESULTS
Standardised (Z score) values pertaining to the rates of the obstetric procedures and 3rd/4th degree tears, by time of day, are presented graphically in figure 1; unstandardised rates appear in tabular form below the graph. Figure 1 shows a consistent temporal patterning of variation in vacuum/forceps use, episiotomy use, and labour augmentation, with generally higher frequencies of use during “regular” daytime/early evening hours and lower use during “off” or late evening/early morning hours. The most dramatic example is perhaps vacuum/forceps use, which varies from a low of 7.1% for deliveries during the two hour period beginning at 2 am, to a high of 12.6% for deliveries during the two hour period beginning at 12 noon. The incidence of severe perineal trauma, as measured by the number of 3rd or 4th degree perineal lacerations per 1000 deliveries, also differs considerably by time of delivery, with a pattern of variation mapping closely to that for labour augmentation, episiotomy use, and vacuum/forceps delivery. Thus, there is a positive association between swings in procedure use and maternal morbidity, at least as measured here by the incidence of severe perineal tears.

Results of logistic regression analysis of the data confirmed the findings presented in figure 1, and suggest that the observed temporal variations cannot be explained based on any differences in sociodemographic composition of mothers giving birth, insurance status, parity, infant birth weight, or estimated length of labour (data not shown). For all measures, the adjusted odds ratios were significantly higher for the 10 am to 10 pm as compared with the 2 am to 8 am period (data not shown). More specifically, patients confronted odds of undergoing an instrumental delivery, of having an episiotomy, of labour augmentation, and of incurring a 3rd or 4th degree tear that were 43%, 10%, 86%, and 30% higher, respectively, for the daytime/early evening as compared with night-time/early morning hours.

COMMENTS
The most significant limitation of the study was the inability to account for all of the factors that could both influence procedure rates and vary according to the time of day of delivery. We could not, for example, examine the affects of epidural analgesia; use of the procedure was not routinely documented on the birth or hospital discharge summary records, which were the only two sources of data for the study. Epidural analgesia has been shown to prolong labour, increase oxytocin use
to augment labour, and increase the likelihood of instrumented vaginal delivery \[13,17\], and it is conceivable that, because of understaffing, availability could vary according to time of day. However, an analysis of the data for a subgroup of deliveries occurring in the eight largest hospitals in the city—known to maintain 24 hour in house obstetrical and anaesthesia teams—showed the same pattern of results as the analysis for the entire study sample, indicating that time of day variation in epidural use is unlikely to account for the findings reported here.

Limitations notwithstanding, the results would seem to be difficult to explain, without reference to the influence of “time” itself—that is, to the increased pressures on doctors and hospital staff to “clear” patients at times when they have other patients to see and/or when the hospital census is high. Busy doctors in busy hospitals may simply have less tolerance for the otherwise time consuming natural progression of labour and delivery during “high demand” hours, and thus are more willing during these times to perform procedures that hasten the labour and delivery process. The fact that incidences of 3rd or 4th degree lacerations are high at roughly the same times that procedure use is high is consistent with what is known about the risks associated with episiotomy and vacuum/forceps use, and suggests that efforts to influence the timing of births through more liberal use of obstetric interventions may increase the morbidity associated with vaginal delivery.

Additional studies are warranted to confirm the generalisability of these findings to other populations, either within or outside of the United States. To the extent they are generalisable, the findings highlight the need for hospitals (1) to examine their own data regarding non-medically indicated variations in obstetric procedure use, including that related to time of birth; (2) to identify internal staffing and other practices that may be contributing to any avoidable, excess use of obstetric procedures; and (3) to document and take measures to prevent any unnecessary maternal or infant morbidity that may be resulting from such use.

**Figure 1** Rates of vacuum/forceps use, episiotomy use, labour augmentation, and severe lacerations by time of delivery. * Labour augmentation and episiotomy rates pertain only to spontaneous vaginal deliveries. †Refers to the occurrence of 3rd and 4th degree tears per 1000 deliveries. ‡Values on x axis refer to the two hour time period beginning with hour shown.
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